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Newsletter 
September / October

Presidents Report 

Spring is here folks which means cute baby lambs, 
warmer weather and longer days and of course that 
dreaded pollen. 
Welcome to the season of yellows cars!!! 

We recently held the Mid-Year Amputee Society Luncheon at No.5 Café & Larder – with a fantastic turn out of 
around 30 lovely members. 
While we realise that not everybody can attend these social gatherings, it does give those that do a chance to 
catch up with other members and create friendships and bonds that are so very important in everyone’s lives. 

                                         
Subscription Reminder



Geoffs trip to Wgtn for the NZALS Conference 

I attended my fourth NZALS Conference for all employees 22nd & 23rd August. This years’ was held in 

Wellington the last 2 years have been in Auckland & the first one was in Wellington. I had been contacted by 

Sarah Mulroy from Ossur one of the main component suppliers to NZALS who I had met at the Limbs 4 Life 

Conference in Canberra in April & she asked me if I could be a model for her at the conference as she was 

demonstrating a process known as Direct Socketing. This process has been around for a few years but not 

used due to complications in doing it however Ossur have made some changes to eliminate these. What the 

process is about is making a below knee limb in 2 to 3 hours & as many of you will know it generally takes a 

few weeks to get a limb. I was also getting a Proprio foot from Sarah as I had seen a presentation on these 

feet at the Canberra conference they have a computer inside that allows settings for the foot to move for 

adjustments in terrain similar to micro processor knees that some above knee amputees have now. Sarah 

wanted to have a practice run at the Wellington Limb Centre on Wednesday to make sure I was able to cope 

with the process as her presentation was on Friday afternoon at the conference. When I went into the 

casting room with Sarah & Dave (my prosthetist) about 6 other staff came in to observe including a student 

from Australia. Sarah explained the process to the staff as she did it, an initial thin stocking was put on my 

stump with a distal attachment tool attached to the end of it. A pressure bladder is put on (as you can see in 

the photo) to see how much pressure the amputee can take on their stump. This can vary as to whether you 

have a fleshy, muscular or bony stump & it is measured as millimetres of mercury which relates to pressure 

on a leg. Another thin stocking is placed over the stump & a felt pen marks important areas of the stump. An 

air tube is placed under the stocking at the top end & then several layers of knitted braid stockings are put 

over the stump & a thin silicone stocking is placed over those, then the resin is pumped in through the distal 

attachment. The resin is warm & has to be done within 4 minutes a lanyard is used to spread the resin up & 

around your stump. The pump is then put back over your stump to smooth out the resin, after removing the 

pump the socket can be removed from your stump after trim lines are marked on it with the felt pen & after 

trimming the knitted braid the socket can be fitted to a leg & you can walk away on your new leg. Pretty 

amazing my process started around 1 00pm was finished at 2 00pm & I was walking on my new leg at 3 

00pm. I also had the Proprio foot on the new leg which was hooked up to the laptop for adjustments to be 

made as I walked up the ramp & down the stairs. These feet are computerised & have motor powered ankle 

motion which increases the toe clearance in swing mode by raising the front of the foot slightly to lessen the 

chance of a fall or trip & it adjusts the ankle angle to changing terrain eg ramps or stairs so it is very helpful. 

Maheen the ruthless Physio & Dave got me to go outside & I walked up the Hospice drive next to the Limb 

Centre which is pretty steep, then I walked down Mein St to the next side street & walked around a grassy 

area where there were tree roots exposed that they got me to walk over. I was very impressed with both 

process’s systems & am still trialling the Proprio foot. I did experience some ankle movement when I was 

driving back from the Wellington Limb Centre but the foot can be turned off to stop the movement. It also has 

lights to indicate how charged it is and it has a charger like a cell phone with a cord that plugs into the foot 

then into a power point. It is great to see innovations for below knee amputees.  
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For the first time the NZALS Conference was over 2 days Thursday & Friday the 3 previous have been just 

the one day. I was sharing a room with my mate Mark Bruce the National Federation President & we were 

both in Wellington on Wednesday so had 2 nights to stay. The conference was held at Te Wharewaka o 

Poneke which is near Te Papa on the Wellington waterfront & is a function centre that provides walking tours 

& waka tours & has a cafe. There were about 90 staff at the conference it began at 9:15am with 2 activities 

you had a choice in selecting. Given the possibility of poor weather I didn’t select the waka tour which due to 

the weather meant the staff that selected that option were shown the waka & given heritage information 

about them but did not get to go out on the water. I elected to do the Te Papa Tour which was not a public 

tour instead it was a behind the scenes tour of the curators area for the Maori history. It was amazing to 

discover the amount of property that is not on display there were hundreds of drawers with Maori cloaks 

made from native bird feathers. There were hundreds of Taiaha, the traditional Maori weapon made from 

wood or whale bone, also Pou Whenua the carved posts to mark areas of significance or boundaries. Things 

were explained to us regarding the heritage items from numerous curators. Of course I can’t go to Te Papa 

without checking out the Britten motorbike so I did that too. Lunch followed then the speakers covered topics 

like Health & Safety, the Wellbeing program & safe hand washing for prosthetists. There was also a team 

building exercise later where we were mixed & matched based on your number in the original table you were 

seated at so the person from each original table that were number one sat together at another table & you 

named your team. I was number five & when we all got together we decided to name ourselves the High 

Fivers. We were warned that any disobedience, cheating or back chat would be penalised by negative 5 or 

10 points & Julia the HR Manager that was running the team building course had a fart gun to announce the 

penalty. We did the best of all the teams in the first quiz but were not so good in the next which involved 

listening to a few seconds of a song then naming the song & artist that sang it. Team tables next to each 



other marked the others score sheet. I incurred a penalty for turning the other teams song & artist answer 

sheet into a paper plane & throwing it back at them (as they had done better than us) The last exercise 

involved building 8 pieces of A4 paper into a tower in 5 minutes with the highest tower winning. We were 

about fourth of nine teams in that but it was all fun, but the cocktail hour was to follow so even more fun & 

then tea. I had to race back to the Hotel to watch the Magpies V Otago Mitre 10 Cup game, great result.  

Friday morning was an 8 00am start & my $25 a night parking at the Hotel was over however I had noticed a 

disability park at the Michael Fowler Centre which is midway from the Hotel to the Conference Centre that 

didn’t appear to be used on the prior day so at 6 00am I drove down there & sure enough the park was 

available so I grabbed it. A week prior to the conference an email was sent out announcing Fridays’ 

conference would have a theme to support the Spirit of Gold day which is on this day & is to support 

Paralympics NZ so staff were encouraged to wear black & gold clothing & donate a gold coin. The Hamilton 

Limb Centre had even gone as far as to decorate their centre for the week prior in black & gold. My partner 

had got me a black & gold jacket & hat & I also have a tee shirt that is black but in gold has written on it 

GOOD AS GOLD & I had black jeans. Not everybody adopted the theme but hopefully most managed a gold 

coin donation. My room buddy Mark didn’t but he did have to provide me with my $2 coin as I’d forgotten to 

get one out of my car before walking to the venue. Business Planning Leads spoke about various changes 

with regard to service & technology the CEO Sean spoke with regard to the year ahead. After lunch I 

became the model as 3 workshops were formed & I was the model for the direct socket training which is 

what Sarah had done as a practice run on Wednesday so with around 30 prosthetists surrounding us Sarah 

made another socket for me & then she described the Proprio foot while I displayed it moving & then went 

outside to walk up & down the steps towards the waterfront to display the foots movement. This presentation 

ended around 3 15pm but the conference didn’t end till 4 00pm but with it being Friday in Capital City & I was 

driving I was given approval to leave so was on the road by 3 30pm & escaped the worst of the traffic, but 

unfortunately not the police car radar….bugger. 

 !  



Annual Subscriptions
Yearly subs were due on December 1st 
2018.
If you have paid you will have been 
provided with a receipt and we thank you 
for supporting our society.
If your $10.00 sub has yet to be paid, a 
green reminder will appear on the front 
page of this newsletter please pay as soon 
as possible.
Online at 03 1518 0032642 00 with your 
name as reference
By cheque to Amputee Society Hawke’s 
Bay and East Coast Inc
PO Box 369 Hastings
In cash to any committee member in an 
envelope with your name on it

Clinic Dates 
Hawke’s Bay Orthotic House, 1013 
Heretaunga St, Hastings  
19th-20th September; 23rd-24th 
October; 21-22 November  

Gisborne Hauora Tairawhiti Ormond 
Rd 4th-5th December  



 

Total Mobility 
Assessment FREE to 
Amputee Society 
members.  

Most amputees will be 
entitled to a concession on 
taxi travel, including 
mobility taxis  

Phone Diane  

06 9763716  

Contact Numbers 

 
Jacqui D’Ath President                                     021753191  

Geraldine Kerley Vice President                       8788275  

Geoff Hansen Field Officer                              021723609  

Diane Walsh Secretary                                      9763716 

 
Korrin Barrett Treasurer                                   0274413106 



Christmas Lunch at the Taradale Club

Sunday 8th December at 12:30pm.

Please keep this day free on your calendar for our end of year catch up.

For just $20 per person you will treated to Garlic Bread as an entree,  
then onto your choice of either Fish, Rump Steak or Chicken Breast 

served with Garden Salad or Chips. Then to top things off, you will have 
your choice of Sponge Pudding or Self Saucing Pudding for dessert.

Hope to see you all there.


